
1. Introduction

In this paper, we give a brief overview of Internet secu-
rity issues. First, we discuss the security problems of
the current Internet as we know and use it today. Then,
we introduce some future research directions in the
field of Internet security. We continue by considering a
broader interpretation of the Internet than it is usually
meant today, where the network is not limited to PCs
and servers, but it also includes various embedded com-
puters. This broader interpretation is often referred to
as the Internet of Things. 

We describe the related security and privacy issues
through three examples: wireless sensor networks, ve-
hicle communication, and RFID systems. Finally, in the
last part of the paper, we give a short overview on the
security of network coding, which is a new promising re-
search area that may have impact on the design of fu-
ture networks.

Obviously, the general field of security and privacy
in communication systems is a large area that cannot
be fully covered in the context of this paper. Our selec-
tion of the topics discussed in this paper have been
biased by our research activities in the Laboratory of
Cryptography and Systems Security (CrySyS) of the De-
partment of Telecommunications at the Budapest Uni-
versity of Technology and Economics. More information
on our research and other activites is available on the
web site of the laboratory at www.crysys.hu.

2. Security of the Internet

The security of the internet has evolved a lot in the last
decades. Today, nobody can imagine the Internet with-
out security mechanisms such as TLS, SSH, PGP, IPsec,
or without advanced authentication techniques (smart
cards, captchas, two factor authentication tools, etc.)
However, lot of the security problems of the Internet re-
mained unsolved.

Malware, badware, viruses and worms have been
known for decades, however, the problem is getting
worse and worse instead of finding proper solution for
the problem. Malware infected hosts are not individual
problematic points anymore, botnets have been created.
These botnets might aggregate the resources of milli-
ons of computers. Even the estimation of the size of the
botnets is a hard problem.

Using botnets, millions of spam e-mail messages can
be sent out easily and rapidly. Although solutions are
continuously proposed against spam, spam is still one
of the biggest problems of the Internet. In June 2009,
88.9% of the full Internet e-mail traffic was spam.

Most of the Internet servers and services are prone
to some kind of Denial-of-Service problems (DoS). The
basic architecture of the Internet was not designed to
be resilient against such attacks, and therefore the num-
ber vulnerable services, servers, protocols is unknown
and might very high, therefore, a significant increase
might happen in both the number and the severity of the
DoS attacks at any time. 

Another unsolved problem on the Internet is crack-
ing and defacing web pages and servers. Today, a num-
ber of tools and possibilities are available to make ser-
vers secure: automatic updates, intrusion detection sys-
tems, secure authentication, vulnerability scanners, etc.,
but still, the web sites are not secure and cracked fre-
quently. There is multiple reasons behind that. Altho-
ugh tools are available, they are not used, for different
reasons to make systems secure. Special web content
cannot be updated automatically at all the time. Admi-
nistrator do not have right to fulfill necessary operation
without the owners’ consent.

Grid-computing, cloud-computing also raise new se-
curity and reliability concerns. In such cases the legal
situation is even more complicated. The cloud-based
service might be free or very cheap, but there is no gua-
rantee on the reliability, availability and security pro-
perties, therefore the end users might have no options
to solve security problems.
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In this paper, we first discuss some security issues in the Internet, and we sketch some future research directions in this field.
Then, we discuss the security issues in wireless networked embedded systems through three examples: sensor networks, 
vehicular communications, and RFID systems. Finally, we give a brief introduction to the field of network coding, which is a new,
promising research area in networking.
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2.1 Research directions
Not just the problems and solutions have been signi-

ficantly changed during the last years, but even the me-
thodology, the point of view on the problems changed a lot.

Future internet: A number of new research projects
started to design the next generation of the Internet,
including Global Environment for Network Innovations
(GENI), a Future Internet Design (FIND), funded by the U.S.
National Science Foundation (NFS), or projects in the Se-
venth Framework Programme of the European Union
(FP7). The main goal of these projects is to redefine the
basic architecture of the Internet. Traditionally the In-
ternet provides best-effort services, it is a multi-layer
unreliable network. Most of the services are based on
TCP/IP where the main task of the routers just to forward
simple packets. The reason behind many security pro-
blems is this approach: because of the architecture and
protocols of the Internet, it is simply impossible or al-
most impossible to solve some security problems. By
redesigning the basic blocks and the architecture, new
solutions can be made for the security problems.

The next generation Internet should give more than
best-effort forwarding of packets. People need services
instead of an unreliable transport network, the need qua-
lity of service (QoS) agreements. Today, Internet-wide
secure authentication is not solved, especially for simple
network protocols, and therefore, it is nearly impossi-
ble to track back the origin of an attack and punish at-
tackers. This list of problems and new tools, features
might be continued, but the most important message is
that there is a need and also intention to modify even
the foundations of the Internet.

Intelligent intrusion-detection: The intrusion detec-
tion (IDS, IPS, honeypot, etc.) tools have evolved a lot
in the last years. From the basic event detection we ar-
rived at complex systems which intelligently distinguish
attacks from normal traffic and automatically carry out
countermeasures. This change goes forward to make
global intrusion detection systems (possibly with honey-
pot systems), to use modern network technologies, like
P2P techniques in intrusion detection, or more intelli-
gent reactions to security problems. To this last goal, to
provide more dependable systems by automatic reconfi-
guration, an EU FP7 project, DESEREC (www.deserec.eu)
has just been finished with the participation of BME’s
Laboratory of Cryptography and Systems Security (Cry-
SyS).

In the area of trust, reputation and authentication, new
methods give new tools to solve security problems and
therefore there is a very intense research activity in this
field. The work includes:

• Defining attack and defense incentives and 
providing new tools based on these properties.

• Using game theoretical methods to make such 
situations, where there is no use to attack, 
thus avoiding attacks.

• Providing new ways of authentication possibilities
while retaining anonymity and civil rights.

• Dealing with trust on local level and on large scale.

Secure clients and secure, trusted platforms: Lot of
the problems originate from the fact that the software
elements and thus the whole client computer cannot be
trusted. Trusted computing could provide a situation,
where there are no malware programs, or, the can be
easily removed at large scale. However, the concept of
trusted platforms contradicts with the current philoso-
phy of the Internet, e.g. the need of the users to install
pirated software, downloading music illegally, etc. The
typical research areas: secure software engineering;
formal analysis and proving of protocols, rule sets, or
even formally proven APIs; secure authenticaion in un-
trusted environment, etc.

This short introduction cannot provide a full picture
of all the work that is currently in place to provide new
solutions to security problem, we just tried to show the
most interesting research areas in this field, that could
have a great impact to the future of the Internet.

3. Security and privacy in wireless
networked embedded systems

3.1 Security in wireless sensor networks
In the last decade, a considerable amount of research

on wireless sensor networks has been carried out all
over the world. This new wireless networking techno-
logy allows for a number of new and useful applications
the monitoring of the parameters of our physical envi-
ronment (such as temperature, pressure, humidity, vib-
ration, acustic noise, etc.), and the automated collection
and processing of all these monitored data. The poten-
tial applications include optimization of agricultural pro-
cesses, making ecological observations on large scale
or in environments that are difficult to access physically,
forecasting natural disasters such as earthquakes, re-
ducing cost in industrial process automation and control,
prevention of accidents on the roads, remote monitoring
of elderly or chronically ill people, and military tactical
applications, just to mention a few.

Many of these applications have security require-
ments related to the protection of wireless communica-
tions on the one hand, and to the increased resistance
of the networking mechanisms againts malicious attacks
on the other hand. Although, security is a problem and
has been addressed both in wired and in traditional wire-
less networks (e.g., in cellular and Wi-Fi networks), there
are new security challanges in wireless sensor networks,
and the solutions proposed for wired and traditional wire-
less networks can be used only with limited success, if
at all. Such a challenge, for instance, is that the nodes in
wireless sensor networks have severe resource con-
straints: the nodes are small, battery powered embed-
ded computers designed for low energy consumption,
and consequently, they have reduced computing, sto-
rage, and communication capabilities. Therefore, one
needs new security mechanisms in wireless sensor net-
works that are computationally not so expensive, have
small code size, and minimize energy consumption.
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These requirements are usually not satisfied by the se-
curity mechanisms used in traditional networks. 

Another distinct security problem in sensor networks
is that the nodes are usually physically accessible and
they are not tamper resistant. Thus, they can be relati-
vely easily compromised, meaning that an attacker can
obtain secrets stored in the node and install rogue soft-
ware on the node such that it continues to behave arbit-
rari ly. Node compromise may happen in traditional net-
works too, however, as the nodes of traditional networks
are usually located in locked rooms, the attacker is es-
sentially restricted to remote logical attacks. In wireless
sensor networks, node compromise is easier to carry out
due to the easy physical access to the nodes, and we
must always assume that some nodes may have inde-
ed been compromised.

In our CrySyS laboratory, we have been working on
the problem of securing wireless sensor networks in the
context of two projects, UbiSec&Sens (www.ist-ubisec-
sens.org) and WSAN4CIP (www.wsan4cip.eu), both fund-
ed by the European Commission. In the former project,
we participated in the development of a security tool-
box for sensor networks inlcuding a random number ge-
nerator, new encryption algorithms, new key establish-
ment protocols, and security enhancements for routing,
clustering, data aggregation, and distributed data sto-
rage schemes. 

In particular, we developed the Secure-TinyLUNAR
secure routing protocol, the RANBAR and CORA resilient
data aggregation algorithms, and the PANEL robust agg-
regator node election protocol. In the latter project, we
are currently working on dependable networking mecha-
nisms for wireless sensors in the context of critical in-
frastructure protection applications.

3.2 Security and privacy in vehicle communication systems
Unfortunately, more than 40.000 people die in road

accidents in Europe, and the statistics in the US are si-
milar. In addition, another problem is the ever increasing
amount of road traffic in large cities that leads to traff ic
jams and vaste of tremendous amount of time and fuel.
In both cases, the situation could be improved if the
right information would be available at the right place
at the right time (i.e., if drivers would be informed abo-
ut hazardous situations and receive up-to-date informa-
tion about the traffic conditions). This could be achieved
by letting vehicles to communicate with each other and
with roadside equipments. Such communications must
obviosly be wireless due to the nature of the application.

Most of the large car manufacturers around the world
are seriously considering the idea of vehicle-to-vehicle
and vehicle-to-infrastructure communications, and they
investigate the related technical problems in national
and international projects (e.g., NoW, CVIS, Safespot and
Coopers projects). Among those technical problems, they
are also looking at security issues. Indeed, it must be
clear that vehicle communications can only be adopted
if it cannot be easily misused, or its operation cannot be
easliy disabled. One thing to absolutely avoid is that

s omeone sitting at the roadside injects fabricated mes-
sages in the system, and in this way, provokes accidents.
A security hole in the system can easily translate into
fatalities in this case. Therefore, it is indispensable that
messages are aunthenticated and their contents are va-
lidated, for instance, through consistency checking and
correlation with other similar messages.

Most safety applications require that the vehicles con-
tinuously inform nearby vehicles about their current lo-
cation, direction of movement, and speed. For this rea-
son, the vehicles send so called heart beat messages,
with a rate of several hundred messages per second,
which contain these data. This, however, raises privacy
problems, as it becomes rather easy to track the where-
abouts of the vehicles by sniffing the wireless channel.
Note that, although tracking vehicles is possible by means
of video surveillance technologies, tracking by eaves-
dropping is less expensive, more precise, and can be
carried out at larger scale. We, and fortunately many
others, believe that, in modern societies, new techno-
logies should be introduced only if they are designed
in such a way that they do not make privacy violations
easier than they are today. Therefore, the protection of
location privacy in vehicle communication systems is
an important design requirement.

In our CrySyS laboratory, we have been working on
the problem of securing vehicle communications and
location privacy enhancing techniques in the context
of the SeVeCom project (www.sevecom.org) that recei-
ved funding from the European Commission. In particu-
lar, we have investigated various pseudonym schemes
and their effectiveness in preventing location tracking
in vehicle networks.

3.3 RFID privacy
Similarly to the problem of location tracking of ve-

hicles, individuals can be tracked by sniffing the wire-
less transmissions generated by various devices that
they carry with or on them. In particular, it is expected that
in the future many objects will be tagged with RFID tags
that emit unique identifiers each time they are queried
by a nearby reader. Hence individuals could be identi-
fied and tracked by observing the identifiers of their RFID
tags. Unfortunately, RFID tags are even more constrain-
ed in terms of resources than the previously described
sensor nodes; hence, it is very challenging to design pro-
tocols for them that would prevent this kind of tracking. 

In our CrySyS laboratory, we have been working on
efficient private identification schemes for low-cost RFID
tags that ensure that external eavesdroppers cannot ob-
tain the identifier of the tag from the transactions be-
tween the tag and a valid readers.

4. Network Coding

The idea of network coding was born at the beginning
of our new millenium, an important development in the
theory and practice of infocommunication. 60 years ago
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Shannon in his famous publication gave the information
theoretical foundation for point-to-point communication
(channel capacity, existence of optimal channel codes).
From the beginning of the 1960’s till the end of 1980’s
capacity calculations were extended to small/special
networks and channels (e.g. broadcast channels, mul-
tiple-access channels, feedback channels). 

For practical applications many important results
were found in the field of random access channels and
code division multiple access channels (CDMA). Then
more than a decade spent without new ideas in the field
of information theory of networks when, finally, in the
year of 2000 the network coding was innovated [7].

One the simplest example for the strengh of network
coding is given in Fig.1. Wireless communication nodes
A and B want to exhange their messages a and b, res-
pectively Obviously, they can solve this task in four steps
of communication, as shown by version (i). However, they
can also do it by sending only three messages in total:
node A and B send their messages to node C, which li-
nearly combines the messages by XOR addition (a+b)
and broadcasts the sum in one step. It easy to see that
network coding, i.e. allowing linear combination of mes-
sages by communication nodes, improves the commu-
nication efficiency compared to the classical store-and-
forward solution: the store-and-forward solution is the
trivial network coding, when no combination is done at
nodes. 

The principle of network coding can be extended to
non-binary cases by straighforward generalization. In
retrospect, the network coding in the case of the scena-
rio of Fig.1 is trivial. But, how can we find appropriate
combinations for large, general networks? Fortunately,
it turns out that nodes can independently choose ran-
dom linear combinations to achieve, essentially, optimal
coding. 

If a source (or a set of sources) wants to transmit a
time flow of messages to destination nodes through the
network, then the flow is partitioned into units of fixed
number of messages (called generations) and network

coding combines messages within the same generation.
A destination node is able to decode messages of a ge-
neration, when it has collected a set of linearly indepen-
dent combinations (so called innovative combinations)
with set size equals to the size of a generation. 

Network coding has important advantages for a di-
versity of practical application: for example, improve-
ment of network throughput, improved robustness of com-
munication in case of link/node failure, decrease of the
number of communication steps in case of energy criti-
cal application (battery powered nodes). 

Now, we shortly summarize the possible positioning
of network coding in the protocol stack. Network coding

can be placed in each layer, result-
ing in different potential applications.
If we implement it in the application
layer, it has the advantage that rout-
ing and MAC layers remain intact,
and extension is needed only in the
software of the source and destina-
tion nodes. A typical application is
the case of overlay communication
topologies, e.g. P2P file distribution
systems. 

When the network coding is im-
plemented in the transport layer, a
destination node does not send back
an ACK for a received packet, but
the node sends back information a-
bout possible combinations which

were innovative for it. A source node according to recei-
ved needs for innovative information selects combina-
tion which is innovative for largest possible set of des-
tination nodes. 

In the network layer during the discovery of network
topology – which typically some kind of flooding tech-
nique – application of network coding is very appropri-
ate. The so called opportunistic network coding in wire-
less networks is an excellent example for the usage of
network coding in the data link layer. Network nodes are
set into promiscuous mode and overhear the wireless
communication in their neighborhood, according to
which they can optimize the next network coding step
they do. Network coding can also be implemented even
in the physical layer, which is called analogic network
coding. 

A serious disadvantage of the network coding is its
sensitivity to the so called pollution attack. This means
that network coding does not check the integrity of the re-
ceived packets, and if a – illegally – modified packet (pol-
luted packet) is used in a combination it also becomes
modified and will be combined into several further com-
binations accross the network, resulting in spreading of
the pollution, which finally deteriorates the network com-
munication. This attack can be stopped by detecting and
dropping polluted packets. 

For detection cryptographic techniques (MAC, digital
signature or hash techniques in case of available aut-
hentic channels) can be used. This cryptography must fit
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to network coding by having special algebraic property
(homomorphic mapping). However, in case of resource
constrained environments (e.g. sensor networks) cryp-
tographic techniques with high computational comple-
xity are excluded. 

We can derive the conclusion that the theory and
practice of network coding is developing fast in recent
years. There are many important, potential applications,
however, it is an open question yet, when will network
coding be an ubiquitous option for networking protocols.

5. Conclusions

Communication systems play a fundamental role in to-
day’s society, and therefore, their dependability is cru-
cial. Dependability includes also security, which means
resistance against intentional attacks. In this paper, we
reviewed some of the security issues pertaining in the
current Internet, and those expected in future emerging
wireless networks and communication systems. 

As we could see, there are important challanges a-
head of us that must be properly addressed by research-
ers and designers of future communication systems,
such that we can live in a safer cyber world than we do
today.
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